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SUMMARY 

 
 

In the paper, we analyzed the dynamics of the municipal landfill of Lutsk for the period 2011-2021 

using remote sensing data. High-resolution optical images (GoogleEarth) and multispectral images 

from Landsat-8 and Sentinel-2 satellites were used. The change of the area, configuration and, 

structure of the landfill for different periods were monitored. Landfill areas of various phases, capping 

and overgrowing processes, leachate runoff spots, etc. were located. We observed several cases when 

capped landfill areas were re-used, and new landfills were formed. Further prospects for 

environmental monitoring of the landfill using remote sensing data were outlined. 
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Introduction 

 

Landfills occupy large areas, cause significant environmental pollution, and can sometimes be 

dangerous to human life and health. According to statistics, almost 11 million tons (more than 50 

million cubic meters) of household waste are generated in Ukraine every year, the vast majority of 

which is disposed in landfills. The area occupied by landfills for solid waste (MSW) is already 10 

thousand hectares (The state of…, 2021). 

 

Disposal areas need constant environmental control and monitoring to lower the negative effect on the 

environment. This is often difficult as the access to such places is restricted. At the same time, today it 

is becoming possible to use remote sensing methods for the tasks that do not require a direct presence 

in landfills. We have used remote sensing for retrospective monitoring of the municipal landfill of 

Lutsk (Bryshche village, Lutsk district, Volyn region). 

 

Method and Theory 

 

The use of remote data to locate and monitor landfills has been around for decades. For example, in 

1981, a study was published on the analysis of landfills based on historical aerial photographs (Erb, T.  

et al, 1981). With the development of space imaging technology and the increasing availability of these 

materials, hundreds of studies have addressed various aspects of using remote sensing data to monitor 

landfills. The most frequently studied issues are the detection of natural landfills, remote assessment of 

landfill gas emissions, and comprehensive environmental monitoring using multispectral images. 

 

Similar studies are also being conducted in Ukraine. For example, Philipovich et al. (2015) used the 

images of the Landsat series to analyze the dynamics of solid waste landfill in Kyiv region and 

described the combination of spectral bands to detecting the area of leachate contamination of 

vegetative cover, soil, and surface water. In the work of Shevchuk et.al (2021), the change of areas 

and perimeters of Zdolbuniv landfill was analyzed using space images within a certain timeframe. It 

was found that since 2003 its total area has increased from 6 to 20 thousand square meters, with 2 

additional cells opened. 

 

Domanska and Bodnar (2013) identified landfills in the Autonomous Republic of Crimea and Kyiv 

region using images within the methods of controlled and uncontrolled classification. Savchyn et. al. 

in 2020 and Fys et. al. in 2021 present research that combines analysis of old maps, modern geodetic 

surveys, aerial photography from drones, design of digital models, and calculation of the volume for 

landfill monitoring. Such method was tested on the Lviv Municipal Solid Waste landfill near the 

village Grybovychi. 

 

Novokhatska and Trofimchyk (2014) proposed a method for locating and inventory of landfills by 

specific detecting features on high-resolution space images (in particular, from the satellites 

QuickBird, WorldView, GeoEye, Pleiades, etc.). The method was used to locate waste disposal sites 

in Kyiv region. The obtained data were compared with official statistics of waste accumulation and 

disposal volumes. The data were confirmed to be accurate. 

 

Shevyakina et al. (2019) analyzed various methods, models, and deciphering features to identify the 

state of landfills. Among other things, it was pointed out that the possibility to use winter images with 

snow cover to identify places of contamination around landfills. A table to distinguish between the 

detecting features of both authorized and unauthorized landfills was also made in this work. Thus, the 

theoretical foundations and methodology of using remote sensing data for landfill monitoring are well 

developed, but each applied study may have its own characteristics. In our study of the dynamics of the 

Lutsk municipal landfill near the village Bryshche, well-known resources and techniques were used.  

 

The source materials are space images of GoogleEarth (2011-2020), EOS LandViewer and EO-

Browser (multispectral images of Sentinel-2 and Landsat-8 from 2015 to 2021). Cartometric 

measurements were performed with built-in tools within GoogleEarth and EOS LandViewer. 
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Results 

 

The use of high-resolution images allows to clearly identify the main structural elements of the 

landfill, its area, configuration, and so on. Most of these images are freely available in GoogleEarth. 

In addition, there is a possibility to measure and visualize height (example in Fig. 1). 

 

 
Figure 1 A hypsographic curve across the landfill site between the nearest settlement and a river; 

created in Google Earth 

 

The distance from the landfill borderline to the nearest natural reservoir (Serna River) is 1.10 km. The 

distance to the nearest residential buildings (Bryshche village) is 850 m. However, after opening a 

new landfill cell, it is about 700 m. The landfill is located on the slope of the northern direction, which 

poses additional threats to the nearest settlement. The images of this area in Google Earth date back to 

1985 (from the Landsat-5 collection), but the earliest high-resolution images are from 2011. The 

configuration of the landfill, the level of its filling with solid waste, and leachate running spots can be 

easily traced there (Fig. 2). 

 

   
Figure 2 The landfill; Google Earth images from 09.2011, 09.2013, and 03.2014. 

 

Fig.2 shows that in 2011 there was an open settling tank for the leachate in the northern part of the 

landfill, and in 2013, it was already covered with a layer of waste. Since then, a darker spot (marked 

by an arrow) has been identified outside the landfill border, indicating that the leachate has been 

displaced outside the main landfill body. The volume and height of the accumulated waste in the 

images of 2013 and 2014 are also visually much larger, but it is difficult to make any estimations from 

single images. 

 

In the pictures from 2011 and 2013, in the southern and south-eastern part, we also see areas of rock 

development (loam), which was used for covering the compacted layers of waste. These areas in the 

photos are also significantly lighter than the background, but differ from the waste by undertone and 

texture. 
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In September 2014, the construction of a new cell was launched. At the same started the capping of 

the old landfill. There are multiple images from that year, and it is possible to track significant 

changes even within one month (Fig. 3). 

 

   
Figure 3 The landfill; Google Earth images from 01.09.2014, 12.09.2014, and 01.10.2014. 

 

These images clearly show the area of earthworks operations, places of rock storage, and, when 

zoomed in, some elements of new building structures, cars and special equipment, and more. 

 

Analysis of further images for the period 2014-2019 allowed to trace new technical facilities and 

objects (sorting station, wells for landfill gas capture and utilization, water tower, and fire reservoirs), 

to identify the emersion and disappearance of leachate (unpubl. results of Volodymyr Kysliak, 2021), 

change of open and capped landfill zones However, as of today (August 2021), the most recent high-

resolution image of this area in GoogleEarth is dated April 3, 2020, so other data sources are needed 

to assess further changes. 

 

For this purpose, we used multispectral images of Sentinel-2 and Landsat-8 satellites, which have a 

lower resolution but are frequently updated. The images show that many of the old landfill cells were 

re-used, and that new sites had been prepared in the southern part. Based on the satellite data, the 

works started between 27.03 and 3.04 of 2021. Changes in the area of the landfill are identified 

visually, but for having more accurate results and enabling automated calculation, it is advisable to 

use specialized indices. In our case, the most efficient ones are ARVI, NDVI, and a SWIR bands 

combination. Worth noting that that vegetation indices may be uninformative in winter and early 

spring, but they do visualize the differences in summer and autumn (Fig. 4). 

 

   
Figure 4 NDVI index change in the landfill (Sentinel-2 images in EOS LandViewer); from left to 

right: 13.06.2019, 12.06.2020, 17.06.2021. 
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Cartographic measurements show that the total area of the landfill was 8.9 hectares in the period up to 

2014, then increased to almost 11.9 hectares from the end of 2014 to 2020, and in the last year added 

another 4.5 hectares. At the same time, the area occupied by open household waste was even 

decreasing for some time (2015-2020). This is due to the opening of a new cell and capping of the old 

one. At the same time, according to the vegetation indices classification, the share of the area covered 

with vegetation gradually increased from 21.9% in 2018 to 45% in 2019 and more than 49% in the 

first half of 2020. However, in 2021 it was less than 18%, due to the works of the old cell and the 

preparation of additional space. 

 

Conclusions 

 

The study allowed us to estimate the change in the area, configuration, and features of the Lutsk 

municipal landfill from 2011 to 2021. Periods of new developments, capping and decapping of old 

cells, locations and timeframes of leachate overflow, etc. were identified. The images were analyzed 

in different spectral ranges which allowed to clearly outline the borders and structure of individual 

sections of the landfill. For further environmental monitoring, it is advisable to combine periodic 

analysis of space and aerial images in the optical range with thermal and vegetation images in the 

infrared range. 
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